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'Completely two-faced' - Outrage as
British pensioners miss out on state
pension boost
STATE PENSION payments are something many
will factor into their retirement plans, and the triple
lock mechanism means the UK state pension rises
each year.
By Jess Sheldon PUBLISHED: 04:01, Sun, Jun 27, 2021 | UPDATED: 10:10,
Sun, Jun 27, 2021

Veteran Vic Williams calls for end frozen state pensions in
2013
That's not to say everyone will end up receiving the increased amount,
however. Some people who retire abroad may find they are not able to
receive the uprated state pension due to where they live.

Related articles

Rishi Sunak to move the 'goal posts' - pensions may be hit by tax grab
https://www.express.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/1454777/state-pension-uk-frozen-overseas-Canada-Australia-increase-amount-rise
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State pension UK: Free bus pass qualifying ages will be changing
READ MORE

This is because the payment only increases annually if
the recipient lives in a country on a list of ineligible
areas.

According to the End Frozen Pensions campaign
Savers 'can't afford group, it's estimated nearly 500,000 British pensioners
to give up' as
are unable to get the uprated amount.
inflation hits 3% what to do

A research briefing on frozen overseas pensions,
available in the House of Commons Library, states in May 2020, there were
492,176 people overseas who are in receipt of a frozen UK state pension.
The vast majority (84 percent) of these people live in Australia, Canada or
New Zealand.
It means their pension remains payable at the same rate as when they first
became entitled to it, or the date they left the UK if they are already
pensioners then.
READ MORE: NS&I makes U-turn on plans to change Premium Bonds
prize cheques system
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State pension payments don't increase for some people who live overseas (Image: GETTY)

Ian Andexser, Chairman of the Canadian Alliance of British Pensioners
(CABP) and Nigel Nelson, the previous chair of The International
Consortium of British Pensioners (ICBP), are among those are campaigning
against the policy.
The campaigners, both of whom live in Canada, sat down - over Zoom - for
an interview with Express.co.uk this week.
Frozen pensions, as the policy has become known, is an issue which has
"been going on for many, many, many years", Mr Andexser explains.
"The policy goes back now I think over 74 years," he says, explaining the
"active push" from the frozen pensions campaign group has been ongoing for
just over 20 years.
"We've come a long way in that time. But we haven't hit the final goal."
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The interview is taking place more than six months on since the confirmation
of a Brexit deal being reached, back in December 2020 - days before the Brexit
transition period came to an end.
DON'T MISS
NS&I: How Premium Bonds holders 'should' be able to improve chances
of winning a prize [EXPERT]
Pension: 5 million to have inadequate income in retirement - how to
prepare & save [WARNING]
WASPI 'disappointed' as 250k retirees go missing - full details [INSIGHT]
At the time, the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) updated
guidance on what the rules surrounding the UK state pension for those who
move to live in the European Union (EU), European Economic Area (EEA) or
Switzerland in the future would be.
Following confirmation of the deal being reached, the DWP confirmed it
would be possible to continue receiving the UK state pension if a person
moves to live in the aforementioned areas after the end of the Brexit
transition period.
The Department also said the UK state pension would be increased each year
in the EU, in line with the rate paid in the UK.
"The British government agreed that they would continue to make sure that
pensions for everybody living in the EU were upgraded," Mr Andexser said.
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State pension UK: The amount rises each year via the triple lock policy (Image: GETTY)

"And we have no problem with that, because that's the READ MORE
way it should be.
"The problem we have is that the UK Government has
said for many, many years, they were not prepared to
enter any new agreements," the campaigner continued.
"And that has been their argument with Canada,

Retirement
planning: The
simple steps that
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Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and all of the
frozen countries around the world.
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could 'save you
thousands'

"Predominantly, about 90 percent of frozen pensioners are living in the two
countries Australia and Canada.

Related articles

Pension review 'makes sense' - Britons urged to 'make most of system'

Pension options explained amid pension lifetime allowance changes
"So that's primarily where the push has been.
"And it just strikes us as being completely two-faced by the UK Government
to continue to deny a request to index our pensions using the argument that
they weren't making any agreements, and then turn around and make 27
new ones with EU countries, and not just EU countries."
https://www.express.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/1454777/state-pension-uk-frozen-overseas-Canada-Australia-increase-amount-rise
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Last year, the Canadian Government requested the UK change the policy on
the frozen pensions issue.
Earlier this year, the UK Government responded.
"It was a flat out, 'No, we're not going to consider any change to the effective
policies that we have in place'," Mr Andexser said.
A DWP spokesperson said: “We understand that people move abroad for
many reasons and that this can impact on their finances.
"There is information on GOV.UK about what the effect of going abroad will
be on entitlement to the UK state pension.
“The Government’s policy on the up-rating of the UK State Pension for
recipients living overseas is a longstanding one of more than 70 years and we
continue to uprate state pensions overseas where there is a legal requirement
to do so.”
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